Mass spectrometry is a fundamental tool for modern proteomics. The increasing availability of 14 mass spectrometry data paired with the increasing sensitivity and fidelity of the instruments 15 necessitates new and more potent analytical methods. To that end, we have created and present 16 XFlow, a feature detection algorithm for extracting ion chromatograms from MS1 LC-MS data. 17 XFlow is a parameter-free procedurally agnostic feature detection algorithm that utilizes the latent 18 properties of ion chromatograms to resolve them from the surrounding noise present in MS1 data. 19 XFlow is designed to function on either profile or centroided data across different resolutions and 20 instruments. This broad applicability lends XFlow strong utility as a one-size-fits-all method for 21 MS1 analysis or target acquisition for MS2. XFlow is written in Java and packaged with JS- MS, 22 an open-source mass spectrometry analysis toolkit. 23 24 25
Introduction a particular charge state) provides both an accurate count of the relative abundance of that molecule 48 class (through integrating the intensities in those points) and discriminatory information about the 49 identity of the molecule, as the charge state and uncharged mass can be derived through the m/z Using the two-dimensional grid of intensity standard deviation, XFlow determines whether each 122 point (p i ) in the set of all points (P) is permitted to enter into consideration and initiate an XIC tree. 123 The justification for this thresholding is two part. The primary consideration of thresholding is to 124 limit the admission of noise into the final output, while the secondary consideration is to reduce 125 the computational burden to only the relevant subset of the data. The study of when and where to 126 apply intensity thresholding is an ongoing and varied topic of research due to the difficulty of 127 avoiding bias, limiting noise inclusion, and maximizing signal inclusion. 12 For a p i to be 128 considered, its intensity must be at least one standard deviation above the mean for its 129 neighborhood for centroid data, and at least three standard deviations above the mean for profile 130 data. For each p i in consideration, a window of comparison within which to compare nearby points 131 must be constructed. This window of comparison is constructed using the sampling rate and 132 resolution calculated previously to define an arbitrarily large window such that each p i will be 133 compared with all nearby points that could be in the same XIC. The justification for defining such 134 a window is purely in the pursuit of limiting the computation required to just the relevant points.
135
The set of points within this window of comparison will be referred to as W. Once the set of points 136 W with which to compare to each p i has been obtained, the linking process between p i and all 137 points in W begins, and each point (w j ) in W is considered in order of increasing distance from p i .
138
For each w j linked to p i , the difference between p i and w j scaled by their distance is subtracted from 139 p i 's intensity. In this way, the linking process is driven by p i 's intensity, with larger intensity values 140 resulting in more links. The formula for the effect on p i 's intensity for each link can be seen below 
As links are added between p i and points (w j ) in W, XFlow updates the group id of w j to the id of 146 p i . This is synonymous with weighted quick union which takes at most M log(N) time for M edges 147 on N objects 13 . If it is the case that p i and a w j belong to the same formative XIC as determined by 148 a shared canonical point, their candidacy is stripped and the next point (w j+1 ) is brought up for 149 consideration. In this way XFlow avoids cycles which can cause problems for resolving subgraphs 150 later. Given that intensity is equivalent to likelihood of participance in an XIC for a point, we can 151 record confidence in any given link as a function of the difference of p i 's intensity before and after 152 linking the point divided by its intensity before linking (see Eq 2). A high confidence point is one 153 that is near in space, and similar in intensity.
This value is stored such that each link in question has an associated confidence that is a function 158 of the nearness in both intensity and Euclidean distance (given that the difference is scaled by their 159 distance) (see Figure 2 ). The confidence of each link is used for visualization, but as yet does not 160 affect the composition of the XIC. unlinked group of points that form an XIC (1). Next, the highest intensity point in the group is 164 linked to points with its window of comparison (2). This process continues with the next point, 165 and then the next in descending order of intensity. (3-6). Until all points above the intensity 166 threshold have been recovered (7). Note the correlation between confidence and nearness. (2) the last step, resolving XICs. XFlow resolves XICs by recovering subgraphs created by the points.
171
The subgraphs are elucidated by iterating over all points and adding any XIC with more than five 172 points to the database. For an XIC to be considered appropriately extracted, it must be matched to a corresponding hand 181 annotated XIC. For the purposes of determining accuracy, we will refer to the set of points 182 constituting an XIC produced by the software as A while the set of points constituting an XIC 183 produced by hand annotation will be H. For an XIC to be considered correctly recovered, the sum 184 of the intensity of the intersection of points between A and H must constitute greater than fifty 185 percent of the sum of the intensity of the points in the hand annotated XIC (H). This fraction of 186 shared intensity will be referred to as S (Eq 3). 
Results

192
We compared XFlow to several popular publicly available and functionally equivalent algorithms.
193
XCMS's centWave 10 and matchedFilter 9 algorithms (optimized using Isotopologue Parameter By observing Figure 3 , it is apparent that XFlow returns many more XICs from the UPS2 dataset 211 than do the other algorithms chosen. XFlow also manages to recover results closer to hand 212 annotation than the other algorithms. The reason for this is likely the specific method of intensity 213 thresholding XFlow employs, automatically allowing adjustments for each region of the file to be 214 made. Additionally, the difference between signal intensity and noise intensity in the UPS2 dataset but XFlow. This relative "flatness" with respect to the other files means that fewer features stand Figures 11-14) . The results of this study have brought to light several interesting and key features of the ability of 305 the evaluated algorithms to recover XICs from LC-MS data sets.
306
MZmine2 was the most permissive of the algorithms tested, resulting in the most XICs recovered 307 compared to the other algorithms (except for XFlow and UPS2) but failed to recover many XICs 308 for the UPS2 dataset, recovering only 18%. Additionally, MZmine2 suffered some disparity 309 between centroided and profile datasets, particularly on PXD000792, a particularly small and low-310 resolution file. MZmine2 can be qualitatively observed to be too permissive, as many noise points are included as signals (Figure 12) , additionally, signal points are often excluded from 312 classification.
313
Considering the total number of XICs collected for each algorithm with respect to each data file, 314 it is clear here that the UPS2 dataset has interesting qualities in relation to the other datasets ( Figure   315 4). XFlow returned the most hand annotated XICs between any algorithm, and MzMine2 returned 316 far fewer XICs from the UPS2 dataset than any other file, this disparity seems only attributable to 317 something inherent in the dataset itself, likely as mentioned before, the relatively small difference 318 between the signal intensity, and the background noise intensity in the dataset.
319
The runtime of the algorithms is highly disparate, and the challenges of optimizing a highly 320 parameterized algorithm such as centWave (Even using an automated tool like IPO) is 321 prohibitively time consuming for larger datasets. It is feasible to reuse optimized parameters, but 322 doing so is likely to return suboptimal results. In this way, it is clear that parameterless approaches 323 will excel.
324
Conclusion
325
The size of the datasets, the complexity of the signals, and the noise obfuscation make XIC 326 acquisition from MS1 data extremely challenging. The general method to account for complexity 327 has been to include parameters to increase the scope of an individual algorithm. It was our goal in 328 our lab to reduce complexity, and simplify the experience of conducting MS1 analysis by 329 designing XFlow in a procedurally agnostic way such that it works on a wide variety of MS1 330 datasets without parameter modification regardless of centroiding or instrument type, a goal that 331 is now accomplished. It's clear that XFlow excels at signal acquisition for the UPS2 dataset in 332 particular and performs favorably with respect to other algorithms in signal acquisition from 333 alternate datasets (Figures 11-14) . Additionally, while qualitative information is gained by
